
The life of the Anglo-Saxons


In this scene you will find that their is a lovely little girl named Lucy and 
she lives with her family. Lucy lives with her mum Mary, who is always 
protective of Lucy and then there is Phil her dad who is always working 
hard to keep her family wealthy. He works in the Field with the help 
from Mary. Although something terrible happens and well you’ll find out.


 Phil: “I wonder what Lucy wants for her birthday, of course it is tomorrow.”

  

 Mary: “I don’t know, should we ask her?”


 (Lucy wakes up and comes into the kitchen were her parents are) 

Lucy: “Morning, how are you guys?”


Phil: “I’m fine thank you” (He said looking at Mary) 

Mary: “I’m very good thank you dear and how are you doing?”


Lucy:  “Good thanks, but I’m starving”


Mary: “Then lets eat!!” (She said walking over to the table with food in her hands.)  

Lucy: “ Yum porridge my favourite.” She says as she begins to eat.


Mary: “I made it just for you. That reminds me, what do you want for your birthday?” (She 
asked curiously) 

Lucy: “Um, I don’t really know unfortunately, but maybe some new clothes and shoes? 
Maybe some more books, surprise me.”


Mary: “Alright Lucy, it is your choice.”


Phil: “Well thanks for breakfast Mary, I should probably start on the fields before it gets to 
hot.”


Mary: “Oh ok, well see you soon.” (She said talking to Phil, then turns around to Lucy and 
asks) “Well we should probably start school for you shouldn’t we?”


Lucy: “Ok I’m just going to finish breakfast. Then I will go get ready and get my books, 
can you find a nice shady tree?”


Mary: “Sure”


(Lucy finish’s her breakfast and gets her books and meets Mary outside.) 

Lucy: “Ok, I’m ready for my hour of learning.”




Mary: “Ok first Maths, 14 x 30= ?”


Lucy: “14 x 30 = 420”


Mary: “Correct” (They continue on like this for 30 min) “Now lets move onto English for 
the last half an hour”


Lucy: “Ok, the normal Friday essay?”


Mary: “Yes, you know the drill.” (Lucy nodded at this and began her essay). 

Lucy: “Is that Dad?” (She asked just as she finished her essay half an hour later.) 

Mary: “Yes I think so, I wonder what is wrong.” (She said to Lucy) “Are you alright?” (She 
called out to Phil) 

Phil: “No, the invasion is coming, we need to hide and get to the shelter.” (He yelled out 
again) 

Mary: “No that cant be happening I needed to go to the store quickly.” 


Phil: “Well the invasion only happens for an hour or so, I think you can still get to the 
shops after, but for now we need to get to the shelter. AND NOW!!!!!” He yells as he began 
running to the house


(Mary and Lucy ran down the hill and went to get some stuff to put in the shelter from 
their house and and ran to the shelter.) 


Director: “They all sat there in the shelter quietly and waiting for the raids to pass while 
they waited, Lucy wondered...”


Lucy: Mumbles under her breath “I wonder if our house was hit from the raids and our 
house was destroyed.


Mary: “What was that sweety?” (She said quietly as they heard a loud bang.) 

Lucy: “Nothing.” (She said nervously) 


End of scene scene 2 coming next week


